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-PROGRAM-

String Quartet in A Major, Op. 13, "/st es wahr?" 
Adagio: Allegro vivace 
Adagio non lento 
Intermezzo: Allegretto con moto 
Presto 

Sequentia from Choralis Constantinus 
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Felix Mendelssohn 
(1809 - 1847) 

HEINRICH ISAAC 
(CA. 1450 - 1517) 

String Quartet in a minor, Op. 132 LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN 
Assai sostenuto; Allegro (1770 - 1827) 
Allegro ma non tanto 
Heiliger Dankgesang eines Genesenen an die Gottheit, 
in der lydischen Tonart: Molto adagio; Neue Kraft fiihlend: Andante 
Alla marcia, assai vivace 
Allegro appassionato 
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FELIX MENDELSSOHN (1809 - 1847) 

String Quartet in A Major, Op. 13 ( 1827) 

Although Felix Mendelssohn lived at a time when Romanticism was 
beginning to flower in Europe, he preferred in his own compositions to 
remain close to the classical forms and traditions. Born into a wealthy and 
cultured Jewish family of high ideals, Mendelssohn was identified very early 
as a musical prodigy and quickly developed into an outstanding pianist, 
violinist, and composer. As is generally well known, he composed his famous 
String Octet when he was sixteen years old. The Mendelssohns' home in 
Berlin was a gathering place for the outstanding artists and intellectuals of 
the day. In stark contrast to the sufferings of most composers of his time, 
Mendelssohn lived a life of relative ease. He received a broad and complete 
university education, and during his lifetime, a brief thirty-seven years, 
Mendelssohn was known not only for his fine musicianship and outstanding 
compositions but also for his drawings and paintings, his writings, and his 
mastery of many languages. He was credited with bringing the neglected 
music of J. S. Bach to the foreground of musical life once more. 

The pieces that Mendelssohn composed in the year 1827 when he was 
eighteen years old give a fascinating view of his varied tastes and interests at 
that time. The Fugue in e-flat minor for string quartet (later published as part 
of Op. 81) illustrates his aforementioned interest in the counterpoint of Bach, 
while the String Quartet in A Major, Op. 13, shows the possible influence 
of and interest in the late quartets of Beethoven with which Mendelssohn 
had recently become acquainted. The phrase that Mendelssohn quotes in 
the introduction to the first movement in this quartet is taken from a song 
that he himself composed entitled "1st es wahr?" or "Is it true?" (Op. 9, No. 
1). His question does not carry the weight of Beethoven's "Muss es sein?" 
("Must it be?") in his quartet Op. 135, but rather refers to a holiday love 
affair with the words, "Is it true that you are waiting for me by the vine
clad wall?" Other Beethoven characteristics evident in Mendelssohn's A 
Major quartet-the opening Adagio, the recitative at the beginning of the 
finale, and the closing bars of the final coda-show the possible influence 
of Beethoven's late techniques. 

The "Is it true?" phrase is first heard near the end of the introductory 
Adagio and consists of three notes, a dotted rhythmic figure followed by a 
half note. According to Mendelssohn, the song itself is quoted extensively 
in the first and fourth movements, with references present in the middle 
movements as well. After the introduction, the first movement unfolds with 
much intensity. The use of the dotted rhythmic theme alternates with a 



frenzy of sixteenth notes until its conclusion. The lyrical second movement 
begins in major but the viola introduces a second, more somber theme in 
minor which is then used as a fugato in all instruments. 

The Intermezzo is a typical Mendelssohn scherzo, beginning with 
a graceful theme in the first violin accompanied by pizzicati in the other J 
instruments, and moving to a lighter section of fairy-like quality in which 
one can almost hear the laughter of little elves. The coda combines both 
sections. The final movement begins with a strong declaratory recitative ~ 

by the first violin (as in Beethoven's Op. 132). The movement is in sonata 
form and draws extensively on material from the preceding movements. In 
the coda the first movement introduction returns asking the initial "1st es 
wahr?" prolonging the question, and then perhaps answering it. 

Program note © Margaret Bragg, January 2009 

HEINRICH ISAAC (CA. 1450 - 1517) 

Sequentia from Choralis Constantin us (1508) 

Heinrich Isaac was born sometime before 1450 in Flanders; he lived 
and worked in many parts of Europe until his death in Florence, in 1517. 
His career was illustrious; he was sought after by the most important 
courts of the day - that of Lorenzo the Magnificent de Medici, Emperor 
Maximilian I in Innsbruck, and in Germany and Vienna; he was the music 
tutor of and remained important to the man who eventually became Pope 
Leo X. He had the exceptional ability to compose authentically in all the 
most important music styles of the day-Flemish, Italian, and South German, 
and even French chansons. For all the many masses he wrote (at least three 
dozen) and his huge output of other religious and of secular works, he is 
best remembered today for his profoundly lovely and heartfelt secular song, 
"Innsbruck, I must leave thee", which Bach adopted 200 years later for his 
most famous chorale in the St. Matthew Passion to the words, "O Welt, ich 
muss dich lassen" (0 world I must now leave you). 

Of course he wrote no instrumental chamber music - the genre did not 
exist at the time. So the work we hear tonight is a string quartet arrangement 
of some of the four-part vocal motets which make up the Choralis 
Constantinus - a most important collection of over 376 polyphonic motets 
based on Gregorian chant, in a quantity sufficient for an entire liturgical 
year. These motets were collected after Isaac's death by one of his students 
and published posthumously between 1550-1555. Their importance for us 
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lies in the fact that they comprise one of the few complete early polyphonic 
settings of the Proper of the Mass for all Sundays and certain other feasts. 
At least in part the work was commissioned for the diocese of Constance 
in 1508 during the time Isaac was court composer to Holy Roman Emperor 
Maximilian I. 

A modem edition of a group of these motets was produced by Anton 
Webern, the famous twelve-tone disciple of Arnold Schoenberg, as part of 
the dissertation for which he received a PhD from the University of Vienna 
in 1906. The current availability of this music is thanks to a concerted joint 
European project. 

Program note by Nora Avins Klein, January 2009 

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770 - 1827) 

String Quartet in a minor, Op. 132 (1825) 

The fact that Beethoven's last years were troubled by profound personal 
disappointments and ill health didn't stop him from continuing to compose 
ever more original music, albeit at a slower pace. The Missa Solemnis, the 
last three piano sonatas, the Ninth Symphony, and the Diabelli Variations are 
from this period. Last of all came the now-famous Five Late String Quartets, 
completed during a one and a half year period, six months before his death. 
It was Prince Galitzen, a young Russian nobleman who, like Rasumovsky, 
was an accomplished musician, who started it with his commission for three 
quartets. Beethoven's style had undergone a profound conceptual change 
since the writing of his last string quartets 12 years before, so one can only 
imagine what the Prince thought when he heard the results. During this 
time Beethoven had invented new sonorities, stretched tonal boundaries 
and harmonies further than ever (reaching at times into atonal territory), 
developed an interest in old Church modes and Baroque forms, and had 
found a means of expressing the extremes of emotion with lightning changes 
of mood, dynamics and tempo which struck many as erratic. Beethoven sent 
his quartets Op. 127, 132 and 130 to the Prince. Having more to say, however, 
he didn't stop there, continuing on with Op. 131 and 134 (Op. 133, the Groj3e 
Fuge, is in reality the original final movement of Op. 130) before laying 
down his pen. Suffice it to say that, aside from his devoted fans, audience 
shock was great and it was decades before these quartets took a regular place 
on the concert stage. 

Beethoven was in the process of composing tonight's quartet when 



he became so ill he had to stop for several months (for whatever reason, the 
opus numbers do not reflect the correct sequence of composition: 132, 130 
and 131 ). That his recovery was not assured can be surmised by his handling 
of the third movement of the quartet, as we shall see. 

The revolutionary plan of these quartets requires comment. The middle 
three of the last five quartets constitute a triptych, bound by motif, style and 
content. In at least one instance a movement originally intended for one 
quartet found a home in another. And strikingly, the opening notes of tonight's 
quartet are exactly those of the famous final movement (the Gro}Je Fuge) 
of the next quartet, forming one of the basic kernels upon which the entire 
movement is built. All throughout opuses 132, 130 and 131 one can identify 
a unifying four-note motif appearing in many guises. This was composition 
on a gigantic canvas. 

The first movement, Assai sostenuto (Introduction) introduces the four
note motif which will be heard in one form or another and one key or another 
throughout the first movement, where it will be easy to spot, and in the 
remainder of the quartet where it may be less so. The Baroque flourish by the 
first violin to end the introduction and introduce the Allegro is another device 
which Beethoven uses in these late quartets. It too will appear later for the 
similar purpose of introducing a new idea. Beethoven deliberately blurs the 
tonal base of the first part of this movement, so one is not sure whether we are 
in the key of a minor ore minor. This is the first hint of ambiguities to come. 
After the development section there will be two apparent recapitulations: the 
first in E minor, the second in the "correct" key of a minor. 

The second movement, Allegro ma non tanto (Scherzo) (quick but not 
too much), begins with a lilting dance in triple meter. The middle section is 
a gently rustic bagpipe drone with big solos for the second violin and viola, 
with witty offbeats in contrast. 

The third movement is the hallmark of this quartet. It is a work of utter 
originality, in which Beethoven explicitly bared his soul as no predecessor 
had ever done, to give thanks for having survived his recent illness. The work 
bears the inscription Heiliger Dankgesang eines Genesenen an die Gottheit, 
in der lydischen Tonart (Holy Hymn of Thanks to God on High from a 
Convalescent, in the Lydian Mode), Molto adagio. Written in the Lydian 
mode, a Church mode originating in the Middle Ages (formed of a scale 
starting on F, but missing the B flat, thus placing the half-step between the 
4th and 5th tones of the scale instead of the 3rd and 4th), it was historically 
associated with music of healing and recovery. Beethoven's chorale melody 
is used in the manner of Bach's chorale preludes: a stark hymn is broken up 
into phrases separated by flowing, lyrical passages. The hymn consists of 
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five phrases, all of equally lengthy notes, the first phrase appearing in the first 
violin in what sounds like the third measure (but is actually still the second 
measure; Beethoven has made it impossible to distinguish the strong beats in 
the opening measures). The full hymn tune never appears all of a piece, only 
broken up. Once the five phrases have been played, Beethoven shifts to an 
Andante section of livelier meter and brighter key bearing the notation Neue 
Kraft fahlend (Feeling New Force). There is no mistaking the cheerfulness 
and joy in these passages. The first return to the hymn tune is the best chance to 
identify it since, aside from the measures which weave between its segments, 
it is played entirely by the first violin. Another contrasting section is heard, 
a variation of the first, and the movement ends with a Molto adagio return 
to the Hymn of Thanks, this time entitled Mit innigster Empfindung (With 
Intimate Feeling), now in a denser, more contrapuntal setting, and with the 
hymn distributed among all the instruments, played with growing strength. 
But Beethoven has yet another statement of tonal ambiguity. Its long, drawn
out ending is first in the key of F major and then, a few surprising measures 
later, it ends in the key of C. 

The fourth movement (Alla marcia, assai vivace) is a jaunty march. 
Only visual examination of the score will tell whether it starts on an up beat 
or a down - another ambiguous touch. It is brief and leads directly, via a long 
flourish in the first violin, into the fifth movement, Allegro appassionato, a 
rondo unambiguously in the key of a minor, with a beautiful, lyrical waltz 
as its foundation theme. There are several shifts of tonality along the way, 
some so abstract as to border on the atonal. At the final Presto there is a 
sharp change of color into A major for the long, joyful coda which ends this 
glorious work. 

Program note © by Nora Avins Klein, January 2009 

Leipzig String Quartet 

Founded in 1988, the Leipzig String Quartet is now widely acclaimed 
as one of the most exciting string quartets on the international chamber music 
scene: The "Neue Zliricher Zeitung" has described the ensemble as "one of the 
towering and most versatile quartets of our time." Three of its members were 
first chairs in the famous Gewandhaus Orchestra of Leipzig. After studies 
with Gerhard Bosse, the Amadeus quartet, Hatto Beyerle and Walter Levin, 
the quartet went on to win numerous prizes and awards, such as the 1991 
International ARD Munich competition, and the Busch and Siemens prizes. 
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In 2008 the former first violinist Andreas Seidel left the Quartet. His 
successor is the Leipzig violinist Stefan Arzberger, currently first assistant 
principal of the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra. 

Today, the Leipzig String Quartet concertizes extensively throughout 
Europe, in Israel, Africa, Central and South America, Australia, Japan 
and Asia, including appearances at many of the major festivals. In North 
America, engagements include appearances at Lincoln Center's Alice Tully 
Hall, at Carnegie Hall's quartet series in Weill Recital Hall, the 92nd St. 
Y, The Frick Collection, Wolf Trap, the Library of Congress, and chamber 
music series in Baltimore, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, Los Angeles, Salt 
Lake City, Vancouver, Ottawa, Montreal and Quebec, earning them praise 
for their concerts: "superbly integrated" (Washington Post); "everything, 
but everything, was perfect" (Le Devoir, Montreal). Often offering its own 
thematic cycles (Beethoven, Mozart, Schubert, the contemporaries), the 
quartet was also one of the initiators of the 1996 and 1997 Beethoven Quartet 
Cycle offered jointly with five other quartets as a sign of European friendship 
in more than 15 European cities. 

Since 1991, the ensemble has has its own concert series "Pro Quatuor" 
at the Gewandhaus where it offered, among others, a multi-year cycle of 
the major quartets of the First and Second Viennese School. As a member 
of the Leipzig-based "Ensemble Avantgarde", the quartet is dedicated to 
contemporary music and works by the classical modems. With this ensemble, 
the quartet formed in 1990 the "musica nova" series at the Gewandhaus, and 
was awarded the 1993 Schneider-Schott prize of the City of Mainz. 

The quartet has made almost 70 recordings, spanning from Mozart to 
Cage and including the complete works of Brahms, Mozart, Mendelssohn, 
Schubert, and the complete Second Viennese School. They have brought 
the group such recognition as the "Diapason d'Or" and "Prernios-CD
Compact" awards, two nominations for the "Cannes Classical Award" and 
the 1999, 2000, 2003 and 2008 "ECHO-Klassik" awards. Their recording 
of the complete Schubert quartet literature, a first, are considered by many 
the most important release for the Schubert bicentennial year 1997. Of 18 
recordings of the Trout quintet, the French magazine "Repertoire" voted 
their recording with Christian Zacharias, piano, as the best recording of 
this work. Repeatedly, the quartet won the Quarterly Prize of the German 
Record Reviewers, the last for their recording of Hindemith's "Minimax" 
and the quartets of Kurt Weill. Since 1992, the Quartet records exclusively 
for Dabringhaus & Grimm Music Productions (MDG). 

Visit the Leipzig String Quartet on the World Wide Web at leipzigquartet.com. 
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